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Edit comments Deli I once thought I could save the world... Now look at it — Spoilers for Deus Ex: Humanity Divided Follow! Achievements or trophies are awarded to players to complete certain tasks and achievements in the game. The PC and Xbox One Deus Ex: Mankind Devided have 63 achievements,[notes' 1, and the PlayStation 4 version has 64
trophies, including an exclusive platinum #CantKillProgress. 19 of these achievements are secret achievements, which means they become visible to the player only after they have already been unlocked. An additional 8 achievements are part of the DLC's System Rift Story, all secret achievements. Regular Achievements[edit source] Image Name
Description Points Trophy #CantKillProgress (PS4 only) You experienced Deus Ex: Mankind Divided and all collectedes. Congratulations! N/A****! The fist of the stunner! Lock-On and arrange the Quad Arc upgrade of The Tesla's knuckle to four enemies at once. 10 A Heated combination Enter the classic numeric code in the first keyboard of the game. 10
Adept of the Metaverse Engage in all Tutorials and Adam's first mission in Dubai. 15 And embrace what you become Install at least one experimental boost. 10 Between Technology and The Divine Perfect &amp; I win the debate with Talos Rucker. 20 A core drill With an ice drill, bypass a large part of the Garm building. 15 Express Elevator to Hell, Going
Down Land a Icarus Landing &amp; Strike on foes and clear out the pack with the Typhoon. 15 Foxiest of the Hounds You set off zero alarms during the entire game. 90 Fresh from koller's package help and neuroplasty calibrator, eliminate overclocking for experimental augs. 15 Ghost Cross hostile territory as a ghost, does not lift a hostile reaction from
anyone. 15 Ground Mail was a better option seamlessly disable drone via Remote Hacking. 10 Humanity + Fully upgrade the branch of your tree to increase. 20 I Can Only Fight Enemies I Can See Complete One Hacking Challenge with Fog Security Without Using a Reveal Software. 10 Invisible war disables the clogged enemy while the clock itself is still at
an hour. 15 Pacifist You Have Completed Deus Ex: Humanity Divided Without Killing a Single Soul. Bosses are people, too. 90 Ramming Speed!! Ram Dash into enemy NPC with fully charged Icarus Dash. 10 Unscrupulous performance Fully upgrade the weapon of your choice. 20 Singh No Swan Song Have Singh's back when it most matters. 15 Slow
&amp; Sharp Land Explosive Nanoblade Shot at three enemies simultaneously, while Focus Augmentation is active. 10 So much cucumber Deus Ex is all about cucumber... 10 Tablet Aggregator Collection and Reading each unique eBook. 30 Golden Penguin finds the missing golden penguin and return it to its colony. 10 Invincible body, fight against the
iron devil block an upcoming enemy explosive with titan shield. 10 Jack of all Invest in at least one increase in each branch of the avg tree. 30 This is great for spring cleaning Use both Knockback &amp; Precision features P.E.P.S. Arm Cannon at least once. 10 Time Traveler You managed to bring Koller a neuroplastic calibrator before he even asked you
to do so. 15 We are human beings You have completed Deus Ex: Humanity Divided into any problems. 30 Breach Achievements[edit source] The Data Detective, Data Disciple, Data Expert and Data Master achievements were included in the initial release for PC, Xbox One and PS4. Other achievements were added in later updates and were included in the
initial release of Linux. Image Name Description Points Trophy Ashes to Ashes Breach: Complete the Santeau Darknet File. 15 Data Detective Breach: Complete the darknet file. 15 Data Disciple: Complete all Versalife, Steiner-Bisley and Tarvos servers in the Tier 1. 15 Data Emperor Breach: Complete 5 Tier 4 Network servers. 15 Data Professional Breach:
Complete all versalife, Steiner-Bisley and Tarvos servers on the Tier 2. 15 Master Data breach: complete all Versalife, Steiner-Bisley and Tarvos servers on the Tier 3. 15 Excess baggage violation charges: Completing the server using 6 Extension Items at once. 15 Hourglass breakthrough: Complete 10 Santeau servers. 15 40-yard digital breakthrough
down the line: succeed in 3 data sphere deliveries. 15 Camera, Action, Red Hand Violation: Complete the picus darknet file. 15 A Heist of Olympic Proportions Breach: Complete 5 PICUS Servers. 15 Violation of bad sector: complete 5 Ghost Servers. 15 Fire Sales Violation: Destroy 2 enemies simultaneously using red unstable cubes. 15 Burning
Neodymium Breach: Eliminate a Prime Unit while the Titan.aug is active. 15 No Ripper looking for violation: Use Alarm_Cancel.pkg on the server. 15 Now I feel a little motivated violation: winning 3 challenges. 15 You are not worthy as my opponent violations: send 3 challenges. 15 Secret Achievements[edit source] Image Name Description Points Trophy
01011000 You've joined the mysterious contact and helleu in remembering who he really is. 15 Everyone in the family helped Otar seek help with the family's case. 15 Ballsy You Know What To Do. 15 Cult of Personality By discovering the key to Richard's compelling powers, you have broken his control and freed his followers. 15 God killer You ended the
discussion with Allison Stanek. 20 Handle with Care You helped Olivia escape Prague. 15 He's [Not] Dead, Jim Using the antidote you saved Jim Miller's life. 20 Honor holds us all together You have concluded your discussion with Otar Botkoveli. 20 I never asked for this You Have Completed Deus Ex: Humanity Divided into the Highest Possible Difficulty.
Hats off. 50 K is for Kazdy [1] You freed K and Bones from the prison cell and escorted them to safety. 15 Laputan You used Marchenko's Kill Switch to defeat him, defeat him, that some things can be deeper than steel. 15 Neon Nights You stopped the production of Neon in the city. 15 Samizdat You have decided to work with the Samizdat &amp; spread
your news across picus media streams. 15 Conversations in Two Wheels You managed to stop both bombing &amp; poisoning orchids. You're a living legend! 30 Golden Ticket You have made a difficult decision on whether Irenka Bauer or Edward Brod will remain in Prague. 15 Harvester You convinced Detective Montaga that no Gunn or Radko could be a
murderer. 15 Last harvest with the keyword casie and dr. You convinced Cipre dario that she wasn't what she thought she was. 15 The grid is vast and endless Using Jim's lock, you inhaled into the NSN and watched the clip without triggering the alarms. 30 Supreme Enlightened You watched the final credit and found a surprise inside. 30 DLC
Achievements[edit source] System Rift[edit source] Image Name Description Points Trophy Clean Sweep Complete the System Rift Jensen Story without killing anyone. 30 Pull data... Find the data Pritchard's looking for from the blade palisade. 15 Uncover the truth! Decide what to do with the evidence you've uncovered. 15 Go picture the ShadowChild
figurine. 15 Help Desk Get the Blade lobby desk clerk to help you bypass security. 15 Knock Knock Get Slaw to open security door in Palisade Blade. 30 The murder he wrote, find all the evidence behind saridakis' murder. 30 Too Hot to Handle Complete the area of the server chamber without being detected by cameras or enemies of HeatEye. 30 A
Criminal Past[edit | edit source] Image Name Description Points Trophy A Criminal Past Complete A Criminal Past. 30 Winners do not use drugs (or biocells) Complete criminal history without using a Fixer pill or modified Biocell. 30 Code of Conduct to complete a criminal history without killing anyone. 30 Don't go, Kid Find the basketball and put it in the ring.
15 Smooth as soap Find Mejio in block B cell without triggering alarm. 15 Objection! Let Mejia confess to wilburg murder. 15 Quid Pro Quo Help fellow citizens with trade. 15 Dressed for the occasion, put on a proper prison jumpsuit. 15 A Just cause Decide what to do with the modified biocyst. 15 Umlauts or no Umlauts Decide the fate of the repairer. 15
Notes[edit | edit source] ↑ The name of achievement K is for Kazdy without accents misses the Czech word Každý (all). However, the related mission uses the correct spelling with accents. C70:00 : Tags exist for a group with a note name, but the appropriate &lt;ref&gt; &lt;references group=notes /=&gt;tag,&lt;/references&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; was not found, or the
Community content available under CC-BY-SA was not found unless otherwise stated. Next Augmentations Important Information Prev Tips Various Tips Below, you can find a list of achievements/trophiesIn the basic version of deus Ex Mankind Divided You can get them in each version of the game, i.e. PC version (Steam Achievements), Xbox One and
PlayStation 4 (trophies) Note - The list of achievements is under construction.01011000Requirements: You have brought together a mysterious contact and help Helle in memory of who he really is. Comments: Jensen helps Helle as part of the headline side investigation, which becomes available during the second visit to Prague. For detailed instructions for
this, see the second chapter of our guide. ****! First, the stunner! Requirements: You need to get a Quad Arc upgrade, aim for four targets at once, and shoot. Notes: The Tesla Knuckle is one of the experimental upgrades, and you can become its owner when you finish the Getting in Top Shape Again mission. In addition to unlocking the basic increase, you
must also purchase its upgrade called Quad Arc. Once you do this, go to any location with at least four enemies to aim at the required number of targets. Heated combinationSHopet: You must enter the classic code on the first keyboard found in the game Notes: Classic code is 0451, and you must use it to open the first port that was found during the first
mission to Dubai.Adept of the MetaverseRequirements: You must finish all exercises during the first mission in Dubai. Note: This means exercises that involve using lids, avoiding detection and running fights. All in family demands: You helped Otar seek help with the family's case. Notes: Otar Botkoveli runs a casino in a sewer below Prague. You can meet
him during the side-by-side tinge of the Caliber. During this task, you must agree to do Otar a favor in the near future to receive the calibration. The gangster will contact Jensen again during the main march of Rucker's extract and ask him to kill Louis Gallois. Either match his wishes, or warn Louisa (Otar must think Louis has died). When you return to
Prague, you must wait for Otar to contact you. This time you will receive another find - All in the family. Fill it out according to Tar's wishes, which means kidnapping Dominik. Note - Detailed instructions for these searches can be found in other chapters of this guide. And embrace what you have become Query: You need to install every experimental upgrade.
Note: Trial upgrades are available after visiting Vaclava Koller during the main task of getting into top form again. Select any of them (ex. Remote hacking) and buy it for Praxis points. BallsyRequirements: You must hit a point on the basketball court near MachineGod Church. Note: Church machineGod becomes available only if you decide to complete the
main Quest Facing BombMaker. When you arrive at this location, visit the back yard. Pick up the ball and try result (you can try to throw it remotely or get closer to the basket). Between technology and divine demands: You have to win the debate with Talos Rucker. Notes: The meeting with Rucker takes place between the main tasks of the Rucker extract,
while exploring the Utulek complex. Detailed instructions on how to win a discussion with Rucker (this is the most complex conversation during the game) can be found in the examination for this find. Core DrillerNad: You need to use an ice drill to bypass much of the GARM facility. Comments: G.A.R.M. The facility is visited during the main garm
investigation. An ice drill can be found not long after the start of the mission. To activate it, you must insert a biocelo in the control panel, and then guide the drill to the drilling site, creating a tunnel in hangar 2. Detailed instructions for the procedure can be found in the instructions for the whole procedure. Cult of PersonalityRequirements: You must uncover
Richard's secret, deprive him of control of cultists and expose him as a fraud. Note: All these actions are completed during the Cult of Personality side march, and very detailed instructions can be found in a separate chapter of our guide. You must select a version of the task that consists of installing scrambling devices in the cult headquarters. Then you
need to gather to engage in a discussion with Richard and win it - in order to do so, choose the right and above dialogue options. Data DetectiveRequirements: Breach: Complete a Darknet file. Note: -Data DiscipleRequirements: Violation: Complete all servers on the tier 1 network. Note: -Data ExpertRequirements: Violation: Complete all servers in the tier 2
network. Note: -Data MasterRequirements: Violation: Complete all servers on the tier 3 network. Note: -Express Elevator to Hell, Going DownRequirements: You must attack enemies using upgrades to the Icarus landing system and then end them using Typhoon. Note: Start by purchasing both magnifications. Then you reach the edge, roof or other platform
located above a group of enemies. Make a jump while in the air, press the button responsible to activate Icarus Attack. When you hit your fist in the ground, activate Typhoon.Foxiest of the HoundsRequirements: You must complete the game without alarms. Comments: This requirement also applies to the introductory mission to Dubai. It is worth noting that
an alarm can cause not only when Jensen is detected by the enemy or camera, but also when it crosses a laser beam, or fails to break a mini-game. Save often and try to play flawlessly. Fresh Out of the PackageRequirements: Using koller and neuroplasty calibrator, you must disable overclocking experimental magnifications. Note: This achievement is
related to eliminating the negative effects of experimental magnifications. First, you need to complete the side search which includes searching for the address device. In the next part of the game, wait for the moment when the side will find Correction unlocked, and then meet Koller to install the caliber. GhostRequirements: You must travel through hostile
territory unnoticed. Note: To complete this achievement, you can select any location where enemies are present. Remember that you can ease the remaining hidden by using certain magnifications, especially camouflage. God KillerSNad: Win a debate with Allison Stanek. Note: A meeting with Allison Stanek takes place if you decide to proceed with the main
quest facing bomb maker. In the first part of the conversation, use this sequence: the possibility of the above dialogue (criticizing Allison - the type of personality Alpha), the possibility of real dialogue (focusing Allison's attention - the personality type Omega). In the second part of the conversation, use this sequence: the option of the above dialogue (criticizing
Allison - personality type Alpha) and the option of left dialogue (advice for Allison - personality type Beta). Allison should avoid the plans to participate in the inauguration ceremony, and the achievement will be yours. Ground Mail Was a Better OptionProquise: You need to deactivate a drone with the ideal result using remote hacking boost. Note: Remote
Hacking is one of the experimental magnifications, so you can unlock it only after meeting Koller in Getting in Top Shape Again main find. You also need to buy an upgrade to this increase, called Security Domination, which allows you to hack a flying drone. Drone hacking needs to be done perfectly, so in each of the three tries you need to press the right
button in the perfect moment. The drone crash will confirm the completed hack. Seen with CareRequirements: Help Olivia escape Prague. Note: Olivia met as part of the side quest Fade to Black, which becomes available during another visit to Prague. A more detailed walk is available in the second chapter of our guide. As a reminder: You can provide Olivia
with a safe pass by buying Vlasta or by shinging it with a skilful conversation. Use the antidote to save James Miller. Note: This achievement is related to the main tasks for providing the convention center. Finally, find James Miller, who's on the verge of dying. If you have acquired the Orchid Neutralization Enzyme (this was possible in the main quest The
Heist), you can use it on Miller (screenshot above). For more details, see the chapters on these routes. Honor Holds Us All TogetherNahod: You must win the debate with Otar Botkoveli. Comments: The meeting with Otar takes place in the casino in the sewer during the lateral tinge of the Calibration. To win the debate, you need to choose left answers (if you
have a Social Enhancer - those related to Beta You need to fully develop one of the branches of the tree upgrade. Note: You can unlock zooms only after visiting Vaclava Koller during the main poaging getting into top form again. Select any zoom group (ex. Smart Vision, Cyber Prosthetic Feet, Hacking: Stealth and buy all upgrades from the list. Note - You
cannot select a category with only one upgrade (such as Implemented Rebreather) because you will not receive an achievement. I Can Only Fight Enemies I SeeRequirements: You have to finish the hacking challenge with active Fog Security, and without using the Reveal program. Note: This is a much easier achievement that can seem and you can
complete it without any major problems in the previous part of the game. You can only complete this if, after the start of the mini-game intrusion, you do not see the entire network of links, due to the fog that obscured the panel. Complete the entire mini game without the help of Reveal, which reveals the entire board. Good tip: The distribution of items in a mini
game is always the same, so you can view the whiteboard, upload the latest saved game and take the same steps, knowing the path to the green registry. I've never asked for this: You need to finish the game at the highest level of difficulty: I've never asked for it. Note: This level of difficulty is available when you finish the game (at any level of difficulty). This
is mainly due to the fact that in the event of the death of the protagonist you must start a new game. You can save your progress, but the game allows only one slot, and if jensen's case is death, all saved progress will be deleted. Don't pick this level of difficulty until you know the game and its mechanics well enough to end it with a reduced risk of accidental
death (not only through lost lightning, but also, for example, as a result of falling from a high height or randomly setting a trap. Invisible WarTime: You must stunning camouflage the enemy without losing your camouflage. Note: Start by purchasing the Cloaking Glass Shield Upgrade. In addition, buy Cloaked Takedown Support, which ensures that you stay
hidden even by using a takedown on the enemy. Once you gain these magnifications, continue the game until you encounter rapaged enemies (for example mercenaries in gold masks or Marchenko's men), sneak up on any of them, and launch a takeover. Jack of All AugmentsRequirements: You must buy at least one increase from each branch of Aug
Tree. Notes: This achievement can only be completed after you have progressed forward in the game, as you need to gain a large number of Praxis points (from promotion to higher levels, and by finding Praxis kits in the world of the game). To complete this achievement, you can buy the cheapest upgrades from each category. K is for KazdyRequirements:
Liberate K and Bones from the prison cell and escort them to safety. Notes:. These actions are related to the title side search K is for Kazdy, which becomes available during the third visit to Prague (curfew). To achieve an achievement, each companion must reach the destination. For a detailed walk for this, see chapter 2 of the Tabutan Machine
Requirements Guide: During billing at the Apex Center, you must use Kill Switch to eliminate Viktor Marchenka. Comments: This achievement is related to one of the last searches in the game - Stopping Marchenko. When you get into the exhibition hall, you must use killswitch to kill Marchenko without having to fight him (screenshot above). The switch can
be found in the G.A.R.M. Facility or conference centre near the hospitality area - detailed information regarding this subject can be found in the second chapter, which contains a gateway for this. Neon NightsRequirements: You need to stop producing a drug called Neon. Note: This achievement is part of a side quest called Neon Nights, and in a separate
chapter of this guide you can find detailed information on how to complete it. As a reminder, the neon lab is in flows beneath southern Prague, and you need to sabotage neon containers. Pacifist demand: you must finish the game without killing anyone. Notes: This achievement includes not only people that Jensen can kill in person, but also various
situations where someone dies from an explosion of environmental objects, toxic gas clouds, a switch to allow electrical discharges, or by breaking a dome or robot. You also can't kill Viktor Marchenko - the only boss in the game (this involves using killswitch - ignore this gadget). Instead, you have to stun him so they can hold him alive. Note #2 – Do not
worry about the situation in the side search golden ticket, when your actions can lead to a battle that can lead to the death of the Drahomira and some police officers. The game doesn't count fatalities as your murders. This includes singh's final death if he is shot by mercenaries in gold masks in the first major black market buy mission. Ramming Speed!!
Requirements: Ram Dash in the enemy with a fully charged Icarus Dash. Note: Icarus Dash is one of the experimental magnifications that can be unlocked after meeting Vaclav Koller in the main task of Getting in Top Shape Again. You also need to buy an upgrade to this increase – Charged Jump. When you do this, find the enemy charge increase
completely before you activate it. Relentless efficiencyQuiam: fully upgrade the weapon of your choice. Note: Install upgrades in each arms slot of your choice. Upgrades can be found in the world of games or Traders. Samizdat Demand: You must agree to cooperate with hackers from the Samizdat group, and send your message by breaking into the center
of the information site. Note: Both actions are related to the Samizdat side march, which is completed in northern Prague - the walk is in a separate chapter of our guide. The point is, when you get into the hackers' hideout, you have to agree to help them get leverage over Picus. When you find the documents in the bank, you must deliver them to K and
disconnect the information center. Singh no Swan Song Don't fight enemies in gold masks, up to the helicopter before Singh gets shot down. Requirements: let Singh return when it matters most. Remarks: During the last part of the introductory mission to Dubai, you cannot let Singh die. The easiest way to keep him alive is to quickly reach the helicopter with
a nana, to sabotage it. This action will automatically complete the mission and save Singh from the death of enemies in gold masks. Slow &amp; SharpRequirements: Land an Explosive Nanoblade Shot at three enemies at once, while focus augmentation is active. Note: Nanoblade and Focus Increase are experimental increases that can be unlocked when
you complete the main task of getting into top form again. Swear on any place with a large group of enemies. Wait for the enemies to align side by side, turn in their direction and activate Focus Increase to slow down the time. Then throw the nanoblade. If the enemies weren't far away, they should have hit at least three enemies easily. So many cucumber
requirements: you must make enemies hit one of the cucumbers. Note: The ability to unlock this atypical achievement occurs among the main tasks of the Rucker extract - one that involves visiting the Utulek complex. After meeting Talos Rucker, you will start exploring Ty Zahrada Gardens. You have to visit a small market in this area. Look for cucumbers
(for example, you can find them at the entrance to a large glass house - screenshot above), stand next to them and let the enemies notice you. Make sure there is fire under the enemy, at least one cucumber gets stoned. I should have changed the level of difficulty before Jensen died before they hit one of the cucumbers. Talks in two wheelsSAd: During a
showdown at the Apex Center, you have to stop Marchenka before detonating the bombs and rescue the delegates before the orchid poisons them. Notes: This achievement is related to two final marches of the game - Stopping Marchenka and Protecting the Future. In both tasks, you must stop Marchenka before using the detonator and save Nathaniel
Brown and the delegates before the orchid poisons them. A detailed walk can be found in the relevant chapters. Tablet PC You must find and read each unique e-book. Note: You can find a list of eBooks in the Lists section of our guide. Make sure to familiarize yourself with the list of locations in this section, as some of these can be easily overlooked, not
only by insuring, but also by incorrect behavior while you complete your searches. Golden Rookery Requirements: You must find the golden penguin, and return it back to your colony. Note: This achievement can be completed when you reach the Utulek complex, during the main task of the Extract of Rucker. The golden penguin can be found in a room on
the seventh level of golem city. Its exact location is shown in the attached image. When you pick up a penguin, you have to carry it all the way to RVAC Row. Golden Penguin Rookery is in a long hallway on the first level of Rowa, shown in the screen shot above. You can access this site by through the wall and turn off the discharges. As a reward for
delivery, in addition to achievement you will also receive Praxis Kit.The Golden TicketRequirements: You must authenticate the license for either Irenka or Edward. Note: This decision is part of the Gold Leaf side quest, a detailed walk of this quest's in a separate chapter of the guide. You have to complete the whole task, that is, get to the registration center
and decide whether to confirm Irenka's permission or Edward's permission. The achievement will be awarded regardless of the person you have chosen. You have to convince Detective Montaga that Angela Gunn wasn't killed by Either Johnny Hunn or Radko Perry. Comments: This achievement is related to harvester's side task, which can be completed
during the second visit to Prague. You should investigate thoroughly, which will allow you to select an unknown copycat of Harvester as the culprit during your last conversation with Montag. For instructions on this, see the second chapter of the Guide. Invincible body Blocking iron Devil's image: You must block the incoming enemy explosive using the Titan
Shield. Note: Titan Shield is one of the experimental upgrades, so it can be purchased when you finish the main task of Getting in Top Shape Again. Start fighting with any group of enemies and wait for the moment when one of the guards decides to use the grenade. Activate the shield at the right time to protect Jensen from the explosion. The Last
HarvestRequirements: Win the debate with Daria Myska. Note: This conversation may take place during a side-by-side investigation Of the Last Harvest, which becomes available during the third visit to Prague (curfew). A detailed study of how to prepare for this conversation (meeting with a Cipro doctor) and how to win the debate can be found in the
chapter describing the above look. The network is extensive and You must complete your visit in virtual reality without causing alarms. Note: You visit virtual reality using an NSN device in the main quest Checking Out the Men in Charge. You don't get caught by the camera or start traps while you're exploring. A detailed walk can be found in the relevant
chapter of our guide. The Supreme EnlightenedRequirements: You need to see an extra scene between the credits. Note: The cut-scene starts about halfway through the credits. This is great for spring cleaningPortaction: You need to use knockback and Precision features of P.E.P.S. Arm Cannon at least once. Notes: P.E.P.S. Arm Cannon is one of the
experimental magnifications. It can be unlocked when you visit Koller during the main quest getting and Top Shape Again. Also unlock two upgrades to this increase, Knockback and Precision. The important information is that in the same fight, both of these increases must be activated. Time Traveler Requirements: You must deliver the Neuroplasticity
Calibration to Koller before asking you to find it. Note: When you arrive in Prague, ignore the main quest of Getting in Top Shape Again, which includes meeting Vaclav Koller to correct Jensen's increase. Instead, head to the metro station, to northern Prague and enter the warm under the district of Cyst. The caliber is in the casino below this district, and can
be found in the safe visible in the attached screen image. (key code of the safe: 4863). Once you have acquired the calibration, go back to southern Prague and get to know Koller.We are Human BeingsRequirements: Finish the game at any difficulty level. Note: - Next Augmentations Important Information Prev Tips Various Tips Page 2 Download Guide to
PDF Games, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Future is here. The Guide to Deus Ex: Humanity Divided offers a complete walk to all primary and optional searches, along with detailed maps of all the main areas of the game. The list is also collectible and includes tips for developing characters. The unofficial guide to Deus Ex: Mankind Devided contains a
set of information needed to complete it and to discover its entire content. The guide's initial pages touch on the most important gameplay elements, focusing on elements that have been changed compared to the human revolution, comparing the available increases together with suggestions regarding the order of acquisition, and informing you how to
unlock achievements. The guide mostly focuses on comprehensive play-shifting. This chapter contains very detailed descriptions of all the main and side tasks. The mission descriptions shall contain different ways of achieving the relevant areas and shall include different decisions and their consequences. High-quality maps of all major and secondary
locations are included in the tour. The following cards contain markers, between important places or places with valuable items. The end pages of the guide are different comparisons, including information about the location of sellers or eBooks. Deus Ex: Humanity Divided is a direct sequel to deus ex: Human Revolution 2011. The plot of the new installment
takes place in 2029, and once again its main character is Adam Jensen, who has to solve global intrigue while visiting futuristic cities (e.g. Prague) in the process. The new game, following a sample of its predecessors, combines elements of the action game and the RPG genre, emphasizes the freedom of exploration and choice of its own approach to the
game. Jacek Stranger Halas &amp; Patrick Yxu Homa (www.gamepressure.com) Following Tips Various Tips Author : Jacek Stranger Halas &amp; Patrick yxu Homa for gamepressure.com last updated : October 20, 2016 Guide contains : 73 pages, 520 images, 25 maps and predicted illustrations. Use the comments below to send updates and fixes to this
guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Future is here. The Guide to Deus Ex: Humanity Divided offers a complete walk to all primary and optional searches, along with detailed maps of all the main areas of the game. The list is also collectible and includes tips for developing characters. The unofficial guide to Deus Ex:
Mankind Devided contains a set of information needed to complete it and to discover its entire content. The guide's initial pages touch on the most important gameplay elements, focusing on elements that have been changed compared to the human revolution, comparing the available increases together with suggestions regarding the order of acquisition,
and informing you how to unlock achievements. The guide mostly focuses on comprehensive play-shifting. This chapter contains very detailed descriptions of all the main and side tasks. The mission descriptions shall contain different ways of achieving the relevant areas and shall include different decisions and their consequences. High-quality maps of all
major and secondary locations are included in the tour. The following maps include, but are not limited to, markers of important locations or places with valuable objects. The end pages of the guide are different comparisons, including information about the location of sellers or eBooks. Deus Ex: Humanity Divided is a direct sequel to deus ex: Human
Revolution 2011. The plot of the new installment takes place in 2029, and once again its main character is Adam Jensen, who has to solve global intrigue while visiting futuristic cities (e.g. Prague) in the process. The new game, following a sample of its predecessors, combines elements of the action game and the RPG genre, emphasizes the freedom of
exploration and choice of its own approach to the game. Jacek Stranger Halas &amp; Patrick Yxu (www.gamepressure.com) Following tips Various tips Author : Jacek Stranger Halas &amp; Patrick yxu Homa for gamepressure.com last update : October 20, 2016 Guide contains : 73 pages, 520 images, 25 maps and predicted illustrations. Use the comments
below to send updates and fixes to this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Future is here. The Guide to Deus Ex: Humanity Divided offers a complete walk to all primary and optional searches, along with detailed maps of all the main areas of the game. The list is also collectible and includes tips for developing
characters. The unofficial guide to Deus Ex: Mankind Devided contains a set of information needed to complete it and to discover its entire content. The guide's initial pages touch on the most important gameplay elements, focusing on elements that have been changed compared to the human revolution, comparing the available increases together with
suggestions regarding the order of acquisition, and informing you how to unlock achievements. The guide mostly focuses on comprehensive play-shifting. This chapter contains very detailed descriptions of all the main and side tasks. The mission descriptions shall contain different ways of achieving the relevant areas and shall include different decisions and
their consequences. High-quality maps of all major and secondary locations are included in the tour. The following maps include, but are not limited to, markers of important locations or places with valuable objects. The end pages of the guide are different comparisons, including information about the location of sellers or eBooks. Deus Ex: Humanity Divided
is a direct sequel to deus ex: Human Revolution 2011. The plot of the new installment takes place in 2029, and once again its main character is Adam Jensen, who has to solve global intrigue while visiting futuristic cities (e.g. Prague) in the process. The new game, following a sample of its predecessors, combines elements of the action game and the RPG
genre, emphasizes the freedom of exploration and choice of its own approach to the game. Jacek Stranger Halas &amp; Patrick Yxu Homa (www.gamepressure.com) Following Tips Various Tips Author : Jacek Stranger Halas &amp; Patrick yxu Homa for gamepressure.com last updated : October 20, 2016 Guide contains : 73 pages, 520 images, 25 maps
and predicted illustrations. Use the comments below to send updates and fixes to this guide. Guide.
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